We analyze quantum superdense coding as would be seen in Everett's many worlds interpretation of measurement and compare it to Everettian teleportation.
Introduction
In a previous paper [1] we discussed the quantum teleportation of a qubit in terms of Everett's multiple world interpretation. Here we address the question of quantum superdense coding within the same interpretation. Quantum superdense coding is often discussed jointly with teleportation as there is some superficial similarity between the two processes. By expressing both processes in a unified context, in which all actions are expressed by unitaries, one can clarify the relation between the two processes. We find that both use controlunitary gates for all information transfers pertaining to one agent, and physical transfer from one of the agents to the other.
As in the previous paper we introduce two agents, Alice and Bob, and assume all the relevant actions take place within an "Everett bubble" in which the multiple world ontology holds, but allow that prior and subsequent to the process being analyzed, one can argue within a conventional Copenhagen interpretation for state-preparations or result analyses.
Alice and Bob share an entangled pair of qubits, each one posessing one of the partners. Specifically,
Here the indices a, b indicate the partners in possession of Alice and Bob respectively. We use subscripts on kets to also label the Hilbert spaces to which they belong, thus Λ ∈ H a ⊗ H b . Our vectors are not necessarily normalized and the identifying subscripts will be omitted when no ambiguity can arise. At times we also omit the tensor product sign ⊗ between ket tensor factors when this helps clarity of expression.
Alice also has two c-bits' worth of information. Since in an Everett world there is no distinction between classical and quantum, nor a clear notion of what "knowing some information" is, we postulate that prior to the "Everett bubble" there is a prepared separated two qubit state in the computation basis | p c | q d ∈ H c ⊗ H d , with p, q ∈ {0, 1}. This is Alice's two c-bits of "knowledge" which once in the Everett bubble she can only manipulate by applying unitaries to them, or to them tensored with some ancilla. Alice can use quantum operations on her "knowledge" which may seem strange but not illegitimate.
So the initial state within the bubble is
tensored with any ancilla needed by Alice and Bob within the bubble (only Bob will need them). From now on the Everett ontology holds until Alice and Bob complete their actions.
Denote by σ pq , p, q ∈ {0, 1} the unitary matrices:
When the σ operators act on qubits we represent these by:
Alice acts on Hilbert space
Note that U a is a control-unitary operation where the qbits | p | q control the unitary operation applied to qubit | x . We designate U a therefor by c-U σ by which it will be thus identified in the appropriate circuit diagram below.
One easily verifies:
where addition within qubit labels is modulo 2. The effect acting by U a on (1) is to produce the state
Alice now physically sends the qubit in H a to Bob who now performs a measurement in the Bell basis in H a ⊗H b . In the Everett picture we describe the measruement as a unitary acting on the Hilbert space H a ⊗ H b ⊗ H E where the third factor is the Hilbert space of "pointer positions" with four basis elements | xy E where x, y ∈ {0, 1}. We consider | 00 E as the "initial position" of the measuring instrument and consider that this state was present at the beginning of the Everett bubble. The Bell basis is given by
According to the von Neuman paradigm of the measurement process, the unitary U b representing the measurement satisfies
The unitary U b is also of the control-unitary type. The Bell basis states ψ xy control the "pointer positions" of the "measuring apparatus" in H E . We designate this unitary by c-U M by which it will be thus identified in the appropriate circuit diagram below.
It is easy to verify that state (3) 1s:
Tensoring this state with Bob's ancilla (measuring instrument) | 00 E and performing the "measurement" (applying U b ) one finally has the state:
Bob's "instrument" thus points to the label pq and so he "knows" now what Alice "knew" initially. This transfer if two c-bit's worth of knowledge by a transfer of one qubit is what is known as superdense coding.
Teleportation
We shall want to compare the above procedure to that of teleportation of one qubit in the Everett interpretation. Just as before Alice and Bob share the same entangled two-qubit state Λ. Besides this, Alice hods an unknown qubit φ u = α | 0 u + β | 1 u and a two-qubit ancilla ("measuring instrument") | 00 E . The initial state in the Everett bubble is thus:
She now performs a Bell basis measurement in H u ⊗ H a , implemented by a unitary U A whose action is identical to that of (5). This results in the state:
We now assume Bob eventually has access to the states in H E by these being physically transferred to him from Alice This is the counterpart of the classical signal from Alice to Bob in the usual teleportation protocol. Bob now applies a tripartite unitary operation U B acting on H E ⊗ H b and defined by
This results in the final state
Thus an exact copy of Alice's unknown state φ u is now in Bob's possession as one of the factors of a separated pure state.
Circuits
To fully appreciate the relationship between the two processes we give below the quantum circuits as they function in the Everett bubble. These are given below, superdense coding on top, teleportation bottom:
• In both situation there are two control-U gates, one with two qubits controlling one and one with two qubits controlling two.
• In both situations there is a physical transfer of quantum states from Alice to Bob. In teleportation this is a pair of separated qubits encoding two c-bit. In superdense coding it is one quibit, Alice's part of the entangled state.
• In both "information" is passed through a control-U gate from states held by Alice to the state which is physically transported to to Bob.
Conclusions
Placing all classical dynamics, especially communication, as unitary transformation in the Everett picture brings out certain universal features of quantum processing. All local transfer of information can be done by appropriate controlunitary gates. This is in keeping with results proved in [2, 3] concerning the universality of a teleportation-type protocol. Physical transport of states is also necessary here, as is probably the case in any transfer of quantum information between distant agents. 5 Acknowledgements
